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Environment the real loser in 
Libreville’s rush for growth

KFH and Visa launches KFH-Wallet: A
novel mobile wallet payment service

KABUL: In this photograph taken on May 27, 2018 an Afghan cigarette vendor waits for customers at his stall along the road. —AFP

China’s Xiaomi
targets EU as it
kicks off IPO
HONG KONG: Chinese smartphone maker
Xiaomi will aggressively target European
markets, using part of the proceeds from its
initial public offering worth $6.1 billion in
Hong Kong, the company’s co-founder said
yesterday. The company is offering 2.18 billion
shares at HK$17-HK$22 apiece (US$2.15-
2.80), in a bid to raise $6.1 billion, far less than
the $10 billion originally expected, as an esca-
lating trade war between China and the US
dampens investor sentiment.

But at a press conference in Hong Kong
yesterday ahead of its expected listing on July
9, the company’s co-founders were bullish
about its prospects, signaling plans for interna-
tional expansion in Europe and Southeast Asia.
“Someone asked me if Xiaomi (will) only
expand in developing countries?  Last year we
started to enter the European market and we
realized we have a lot of ‘Mi fans’ in Europe,”
Lei Jun, Xiaomi’s co-founder and CEO said.

The company will invest around HK$8.3
billion from its IPO proceeds towards boost-

ing its presence in overseas markets including
Spain, Russia and Indonesia. The firm, which
mainly sells cheap but high-quality smart-
phones in China, has been looking to push
into Europe-recently opening its first flagship
store in Paris-as the home market reaches sat-
uration point.

“We are planning for the US market and will
find a proper timing to enter it,” Wang Chuan,
co-founder and senior vice president of Xiaomi,
said yesterday. “Xiaomi is very optimistic about
the development of China-US trade, as every
economic entity is relying on each other,” Wang
added. Founded in 2010 by entrepreneur Lei,
Beijing-based Xiaomi has grown from a start-
up in Zhongguancun-China’s “Silicon Valley”-to
the world’s fourth biggest smartphone vendor at
the end of last year according to International
Data Corp (IDC).

The company shipped 28 million smart-
phones worldwide from January to March, an
88-percent surge year-on-year. Xiaomi is
now valued at about $53.9-$69.8 billion,
according to Bloomberg which said the IPO
looks set to be the world’s biggest in two
years. Xiaomi had hoped to be the first com-
pany to list shares in Hong Kong at the same
time as launching new Chinese Depository
Receipts (CDRs) in Shanghai under new rules
announced in April by mainland authorities to
open up markets in the world’s number two
economy. —AFP

ATHENS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras on Friday hailed an
agreement by Eurozone ministers that will put an end to the coun-
try’s eight-year bailout program as an “historic” step. Eurozone
states declared the severe debt crisis that has weighed heavy on
the country since 2010 to be over, allowing Athens to escape
some of the supervision of its creditors from August. Wearing a tie
for the first time since becoming prime minister in 2015 — after
pledging to wear one only when Greece’s debt was cut-Tsipras
told a celebratory meeting of coalition lawmakers on Friday night
that the country could return to being a “social state”. “Austerity
will gradually be replaced by social justice,” he promised.

However, removing his tie at the end of the speech, he argued
that “the Greek people had won a battle but not the war”.
Coming nearly a decade after Greece’s finances spun out of con-
trol, sparking three bailouts and threatening the country’s euro
membership, he earlier declared the deal as an “historic agree-
ment”. “We are turning a page,” he added, but cautioned that the
country “must not destroy the path taken on the reforms and on
budgetery efforts.”

The eurozone ministers’ hard-fought agreement was
declared earlier Friday, slating Greece to leave its third financial

rescue since 2010 on August 20. “The Greek crisis ends here
tonight,” said EU Economic Affairs Commissioner Pierre
Moscovici, after the marathon talks in Luxembourg. The deal
was expected to be an easy one, but last-minute resistance by
Germany-Greece’s long bailout nemesis and biggest creditor-
dragged the talks on for six hours. The ministers agreed to
extend maturities by 10 years on major parts of its total debt
obligations, a mountain that has reached close to double the
country’s annual economic output.

‘Congratulations, comrades’ 
They also agreed to disburse 15 billion euros ($17.5 billion) to

ease Greece’s exit from the rescue program. This would leave
Greece with a hefty 24 billion euro safety cushion, officials said.
“The agreed debt relief is bigger than we had expected,” Citi
European Economics said in a note. “In particular, the 10-year
extension of the EFSF loans’ maturity and most importantly the
grace period on interest payments is a significant development,”
they added. “The Greek government is happy with the agreement,”
Greek Finance Minister Euclid Tsakalotos said after the talks.

But “to make this worthwhile we have to make sure that the

Greek people must quickly see concrete results... they need to
feel the change in their own pockets,” he added. Tsakalotos’
predecessor in the government, maverick economist Yanis
Varoufakis, was more scathing in his assessment.
“Congratulations, comrades. (Eurozone creditors) extend the
Greek state’s bankruptcy into 2060 and they call it debt... relief,”
he tweeted.

The eight-year crisis toppled four governments and shrank the
economy by 25 percent. Unemployment soared and still hovers
over 20 percent, sending thousands of young educated Greeks
abroad. Optimism is tempered by Greece’s remaining fiscal obli-
gations, which will demand serious discipline, observers say. 

“This is a very tight program. A surplus of 3.5 percent to
2022 and 2.2 percent (on average) to 2060 is not easy at all,”
Kostas Boukas, asset management director at Beta Securities,
told Athens 9,84 radio.  “We’ll have to see if the pledges will be
kept, especially as they depend on international developments as
well,” he said. Under pressure from its creditors, Greece has
already agreed to slash pensions again in 2019, and reduce the
tax-free income threshold for millions of people in 2020. —AFP

Further cuts will be made to maintain the 3.5-percent surplus,

if necessary. “It would be a terrible mistake to cultivate illusions
that the end of the bailout means a return to normality,” said
pro-opposition newspaper Ta Nea. “What follows is tough over-
sight which no other country has experienced in a post-bailout
period,” the daily said.

The European Commission has already specified that Greece
will remain under fiscal supervision until it repays 75 percent of
its loans. Athens has received 273.7 billion euros in assistance
since 2010, enabling it to avoid punishing borrowing rates on
debt markets. The International Monetary Fund, led by the
tough-talking Christine Lagarde, welcomed the debt relief, but
cited reservations about Greece’s obligations over the long term.

“In the medium term analysis there is no doubt in our minds
that Greece will be able to re-access the markets,” Lagarde said
after the talks. “As far as the longer term is concerned we have
concerns,” she added. The reform-pushing IMF played an active
role in the two first Greek bailouts, but took only an observer
role in the third in the belief that Greece’s debt pile was unsus-
tainable in the long term. French President Emmanuel Macron
also hailed the “very positive” agreement, saying it showed that
“Europe is moving forward” despite recent difficulties.  —AFP

Greece hails ‘historic’ end to debt crisis
‘The Greek people had won a battle but not the war’

Ireland, Portugal,
Spain and Cyprus:
Other major 
EU bailouts
PARIS: The bailout of Greece, where euro-
zone ministers have declared a severe debt
crisis to be over, is the biggest, but not the
only, financial rescue of a European Union
country. Four other members states have
received massive international bailouts res-
cuing their economies. 

Ireland: 85 billion euros
In 2010 the one-time “Celtic Tiger”

became the second eurozone state, after
Greece, to obtain aid from the European
Union and the International Monetary Fund
after a property market crash and banking
crisis brought its economy to near collapse.
The crisis arose after house prices quadru-
pled from 1996 to 2006, and then collapsed
by nearly half, with buyers unable to reim-
burse the banks.

The government could not rescue the
banking sector and sought international
help, obtaining a bailout of 85 billion euros
($113 billion at the time) that included 67.5
bi l l ion euros from the EU and IMF. In

exchange it imposed draconian austerity
measures of spending cuts and tax hikes.
By late 2013 Ireland was able to exit the
rescue program; in late 2017 it made an
early repayment of its remaining bailout
loan to the IMF.

Portugal: 78 billion euros 
On the verge of defaulting on its moun-

tain of debt after decades of ballooning
wages and state spending, Lisbon secured
a bailout from the EU and IMF of 78 billion
euros ($116 billion at the time) in May 2011.
In exchange it agreed to a program of
reforms that  included s lashing publ ic
spending, imposing tax hikes and pension
and unemployment benefit cuts, and slash-
ing more than 78,000 public sector jobs.

It was able to exit the program in May
2014, having sharply cut its budget deficit
from close to 10 percent of GDP in 2010 to
2.0 percent in 2016, below the 3.0 percent
ceiling fixed by European budget rules.
The banking sector remains fragile, having
been rescued in 2014 and 2015, while gross
government debt remains high at around
125 percent of GDP.

Spain: 41 billion for the banks 
In June 2012 Spain looked as if it too

would need a rescue because the collapse
of its banking system-largely down to a
burst property bubble in 2008 — had
plunged its economy into a five-year, dou-

ble-dip recession that destroyed millions of
jobs. Madrid insisted it was able to get by
without a full rescue, seeking instead a
European Union credit line of 100 billion
euros ($129 billion at the time) to help the
banks, and in the end using only about 41
billion euros.

In exchange Spain agreed to create a
so-called bad bank which took over bil-
l ions of euros in toxic assets from the
restructured lenders at heavily reduced
prices . The rescue program ended in
December 2013 and Spain now has
renewed economic growth while pledging
to keep the public deficit at around 2.2
percent this year.

Cyprus: 10 billion euros 
Cyprus’ banks were badly exposed to

their failed peers in Greece and in March
2013, to avoid economic collapse, the gov-
ernment secured a 10-billion-euro ($13 bil-
lion at the time) bailout from the European
Commission, European Central Bank and
the IMF. In return it slashed wages and
increased consumer taxes, agreeing to wind
down its second-largest bank among other
measures. The island exited the bailout in
March 2016 without needing the last
tranche of 2.7 billion euros. Cyprus was
able to reboot its economy in under four
years, aided by growth in its vital tourism
industry, and it is now one of the fastest
growing economies in Europe. —AFP


